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1. SUMMARY 
This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
balanced array (B-array) (“partially balanced” array, in the terminology of 
Chakravarti [7]) of 2 symbols, strength t, and m rows (with m < t + 2). 
Necessary existence conditions, for all m, are also derived in the form of 
many classes of diophantine equations. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Let b be any (0,l) vector, i.e., any vector whose elements are 0 or 1. Then 
b is said to be of weight k, if 1 appears as an element of b exactly k times, 
the remaining elements of b being zeros. Also, throughout this paper, if b* 
(m, x 1) denotes a (0,l) vector, and T* is an ml-rowed (0,l) matrix, then 
X(b*, T*) will denote the number of times b* occurs as a column of T*. 
We now define a B-array. A B-array T with 2 symbols, m rows, N columns, 
strength t, and index set (pot, pit,..., pLtt) is an (m x N) matrix T, with 
elements 0 or 1, such that for every (t x N) submatrix T,, of T and for 
every (0,l) vector b of size (t x 1) and weight k(k = 0, l,..., t), we have 
h(b, To) = pkt. In the terminology of Dembowski [9], general B-arrays of 
strength t are “designs of type (0, t).” Clearly, the B-array T, defined 
above, becomes an orthogonal array, if there exists a non-negative integer 
pt such that pkt = pt, for (k = O,l,..., t). B-arrays with s(>2) symbols 
can be similarly defined, generalizing the orthogonal arrays with s symbols, 
but we shall not consider them here. Thus B-arrays encompass orthogonal 
arrays, and therefore group codes and orthogonal Latin squares etc. Also, 
* The latter part of this work was partially supported by Contract 533615-67-C-1436 
of the Aerospace Research Laboratories. 
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B-arrays are generalizations of balanced incomplete block (BIB) designs 
(rather than of partially balanced designs, thus justifying the term B-array). 
This is true because the incidence matrix of a BIB design (with equal or 
unequal block sizes) is a B-array of strength 2 and 2 symbols. Thus 
B-arrays constitute probably the most general (0, 1) matrices with a certain 
structure, that arise in statistics and coding theory. They are therefore 
related to graphs as well. We may stress that general B-arrays (not just the 
special cases of orthogonal arrays, or BIB designs) are also most useful 
and urgently needed as balanced fractional factorial designs of desirable 
size, where the case t = 4 (and 1 < p 24 < 6) is of special interset. For 
further insight into the above remarks, the reader is referred to the biblio- 
graphy at the end, and the further references therein. 
3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT EXISTENCE CONDITIONS, WHEN m < t + 2 
Given any index set TV’ = (pot, pIi,..., Pi”), one can always construct a 
t-rowed B-array T,, with index set P’ by simply writing down exactly pit 
times each of the (l) vectors of weight i, for i = 0, l,..., t. Also, for all 
m( 3 t), it is clear that if T is a B-array of strength t with index set y’, then 
N = (J Pot + ([) Pit + ... + (f) /Qt. (3.1) 
Next, consider an array TX with m = t + 1. Also, throughout this paper, 
J,, and O,, will denote (p x q) matrices, all of whose elements are, re- 
spectively, 1 or 0. Now let 1 < k < t + 1, and let iI ,..., ik be distinct 
integers belonging to the set (say Q,,,) of integers (1, 2,..., t + 1). Let 
4Jt+,,, 2 TI) = d, and let v(il ,..., ilc) denote the number of times the 
vector v occurs as a column of TI , where v contains 0 exactly at rows 
. . 
11 , 12 ,..., lk , and 1 elsewhere. Clearly, we have 
d + v(il) = /Ltt; v(il ,..., i&l) + v(il ,..., ik) = &+1-k 
(2 < k < t + 1). (3.2) 
Hence v(i,) = ~2 - d, v(il , iZ) = &-I - ptt + d, and in general for 
2<k<t+l, 
v(il ,..., ik) = CL;-k+l - h-k+2 + b&k+3 - .‘. + (-1)12+1 ~2 + (-1)“d. 
(3.3) 
Since d 3 0, and v(i 1 ,..., ik) 3 0 for all permissible k, this proves the 
necessity part of 
THEOREM 3.1. A necessary and su$icient condition that a (t + 1)-rowed 
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B-array with index set y’ exists is that there exists an integer d(>O) such that 
d ~&$.l(Ptt - l-2-1 + k-2 - *.* + pL) = $12, say (3.4a) . . 
d 2 *<EL (ptt - & + ... - P:-~~+~) = J,%~ , say. Wb) . , 
If (3. 4a, b) are satis$ed, there exist (1 + I+& - $,,) non-isomorphic 
(t + I)-rowed arrays with index set y’. 
The proof of the sufficiency part of the theorem follows from the fact 
that, if (3.4) are satisfied, then we can construct T, by writing various 
columns, with a column of the type v described above occurring ~(ir ,..., i,) 
times. 
Finally, consider a (t + 2)-rowed B-array Tz . Let T,&i = 1,2,..., t + 2) 
be the (t + I)-rowed array obtained from T, by omitting the i-th row. Let 
4 = 4Jw., , T,,). Clearly, for (i = 1, 2 ,..., t + 2), d = di satisfies (3.4). 
Clearly, without loss of generality, we can assume dl 2 dz 3 . . . 3 d,,, . 
Now, let Q,,, be the set of integers (I, 2,..., t + 2), and, for different 
permissible k, let il ,..., ik be all distinct elements of Q,,, . Let rr(il ,..., ik) 
denote the number of times the (t + 2) x 1 column vector v* occurs as a 
column of T, ; and let d,, = h(Jt+z,l , T2). (Here v* indicates a vector 
which contains 0 at rows i 1 ,..., ik and I elsewhere.) Then it is clear that, for 
4 E Qt,, , we have z-(iI) = di, - d, . Also, clearly, for i, , iz E Q,,, , we 
have rr(il , iz) + m(il) + z-(iz) + d,, = ptt, giving 
4 , Q = pUtt - (djl + dill + do . 
In general, we have, for all permissible k, 
7r(i, , i4 ,..., L-k+d + 4il , & , z4 ,..., Lf2 ) 
+ 44 , 4 , i4 ,..., it-,+,) + 4il , 4 , 4 , i4 ,..., it--k+t) = ht. (3.5) 
THEOREM 3.2. A necessary and suficient condition for the existence of a 
(t + 2)-rowed B-array Tz of strength t and index set p’ is that #,, 3 & , 
and that there exists constants do , dl ,..., dt+2 such that 
and 
d,, < mjn 
I 
E dt+,-i + 2 (--1)Q (q - 2r) &. 
i 
= #z2 , say, (3.74 
i=O q=O 
do>m;x ~di+z~z(--1)q+1(2r-q-I)~~_I 
i i=l II=0 
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where the max and min is taken over all permissible r. (This obviously leads 
to the conclusion that, for every distinct set of di’s (i = 0, I,..., t + 2) 
satisfying (3.7), there exists a distinct (non-isomorphic) array with the 
prescribed parameters.) 
Proof. Now, (3.6) is obvious since a (t + I)-rowed array with index 
set TV.’ must exist if a (t + 2)-rowed array does. Next, we show that, for 
all permissible r, we have 
ZT--1 ZT--2 
5i-(iI , i, = ,..., izT---1) -4 + 1 dim + 1 (- l)q&,(q - 2r + 2), 
Or=1 q=o 
if (2r - 1) EL?,,, , (3.8a) 
rr(il , i2 ,..., izr) = do - 5 dia + ‘5’ /.&.,(-1)Q (2r - 1 - q), 
u=l 4=0 
if 2r E XI,+, . (3.8b) 
For r = 1, (3.8a, b) follow from remarks made before (3.5). Assume that 
(3.8a, b) are true when the argument of r contain 1, 2,..., 2r of the i’s. 
Then, using (3.5) with k = t - 2r + 1, we get 
6 , i2 , i3 9*.-T iz?-+1) 
t 
= Ut-2r+1 - &i 3 & ,..., izT+J - v(i, , i, ,..., izr+J - 4, ,..., iz7+J 
7x+1 27-z 
= I*.:-ZT+I - [do - dt, - c die + c &(-1)n (2r - 1 - q)] 
a=3 q=o 
2r+1 zr-2 
- [do - 4, - c dim + C pi-,(- 1)” (2r - 1 - q)] 
a=3 q=o 
2r+1 27-z 
- [-do + c dia + c (- 1)” & (q - 2r + 2)] 
a=3 4=0 
Wfl 
= - do + C dcol + 5 C-1)" pieq(q - 2r), (3.9) 
a=1 4=0 
which is just (3.8a) with r replaced by r + 1. Similarly, if we now use 
(3.8b) and (3.9), we can show that n(iI ,..., i2,+2) is obtainable from (3.8b) 
by replacing r by r + 1. By induction, this establishes (3.8) for all per- 
missible r. Now, clearly, a necessary and sufficient condition that T, (with 
index set t.~‘) may exist is that do 3 0, and m(iI ,..., ik) 3 0, 1 < k < t + 2, 
and all distinct iI , iz ,..., i, E Q,,, . This fact, together with (3.8) and (3.6) 
clearly leads to (3.7a, b). This completes the proof. 
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For ease of reference in later papers, we display below the special cases 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, when t = 4. For simplicity, we shall write 
pi = &‘yi = O,l)...) 4). 
COROLLARY 3.1. For t = 4, the following results hold: 
1. A set of necessary and suficient conditions for the existence of a 
Srowed array T of strength 4, and index set p’ = (pO ,..., p4), is that there 
exists an integer d such that 
d 2 JMIL) = max(O, p4 - p3, p4 - p3 + p2 - PA 
(3.10) 
d G ~12b4 = miG4 y p2 - ~1~ + p4 , p. - pl + p2 - p3 + ~~1. 
II. A set of necessary and suficient conditions for the existence of a 
6-rowed array T of strength 4 and index set p’ is that there exists an integer 
do such that 
do 2 #21(~) = max(O, 4., + 4 , a,., + 0, , 4.0 + e,), 
do d #22(~> = min(4 , d4.0 - 0, , d2.0 - e,), 
(3.11) 
where di.j = di + di+, + ‘.’ + dj , j 3 i; for each i, d = di satisfies (3.10); 
and dI > d, 3 . . . > d, . Also the B’s in (3.11) are given in terms of the p’s 
by 
4 = -p4 , e2 = -pa + z/*.3 - %, 
0, = -p. -t 2~~ - 3p2 + 4p3 - 5~~) e4 = -p3 -t 2tL4, (3.12) 
4 = -pl + 2 P2 - 3P3 + 4P4 2 
or, equivalenty, 
it; 
(4 
(4 
;;; 
(g) 
@I 
(9 
(j) 
(k) 
(1) 
do 0 
- 4 - d, + de 
-dI -d, -d3 -d4 +d, 
-dI -d, -d3 -a’4 -ds 
d4 + ds + dG 
-4 -d, id4 +ds +d, 
-dI - d2 - d3 + d5 + de 
- dI - d, - d3 
d2 + d3 + d4 + d5 + ds 
-dI + d3 + d4 + d, + ds 
- 4 + 4 + de 
- 4 
- P4 
- Pa + 2P, - 3P4 
-PO + 2~1 - 3p2 + 4p3 - 5p4 
- P3 + +4 
CL4 - P3 
- P2 + P3 - CL4 
-PO + 2k - 3p2 + 3p3 - 3p4 
-El1 + 2P2 - 3p3 + 4p4 
-4% f G2 - 3p3 i- 3p4 
-P1 -k CL2 - p3 + pa 
--PO f p1 - p2 + p3 - p4 A 
(3.13) 
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4. DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
Consider a B-array T(m x N) of strength r and index set IL’. Let there 
be X, columns in T of weight q each, 0 < q < m. We now obtain a set 
of necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for the existence of T in the 
form of Diophantine equations (DE) involving the X, . There are (y) 
t-rowed subarrays T,, in T. Since the array is of strength t, in any such To 
there exist (i)pj” t-vectors (i.e., vectors with t elements) of weight j each. 
Thus, if N(t,j) denotes the total number of t-vectors of weight j contained 
in the columns of T, then 
On the other hand, if a column of T is of weight q, then it contains 
t-vectors of weight j. Hence 
where (t) = 0, if a < b. These will be called the single Diophantine 
equations (SDE), since they involve only one set of unknown variables, 
the X, . Clearly, if T exists, these equations must have non-negative integer 
solutions for the X, . 
Next, we exploit the fact that we have available necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of (t + 2)-rowed arrays. Assume m > t + 2. 
If T* is a (t + 2)-rowed subarray of T, then corresponding to T* there 
exists a solution (do , d1 ,..., d,,,) satisfying (3.6) and (3.7a, b) of Theorem 
3.2. Suppose, for the given m, t, and I*‘, there are g different possible 
solutions, say (do, , 4, ,..., d t+2,u), u = l,..., g. If T, is a (t + 2)-rowed 
subarray of Tcorresponding to the solution (do, ,..., dt+&, let N,,(t + 2,j) 
denote the number of columns of T, of weight j. Let vV(u = l,..., g) be the 
number of subarrays T, , which correspond to (do, ,..., dt+&. Then 
where the last expression in (4.2) is obtained using (4.1). Next, we 
evaluate N,(t + 2,j) independently. Suppose (t + 2 -,j) is odd, say 
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t + 2 - j = 2r - 1. Let n(iI ,..., iz+1 ; TV) denote the value of rr(il ,..., izV) 
for the (t + 2)-rowed array T, , where il ,..., izr-1 E 9,+, . Let C* denote 
the sum over all the (&?,) distinct sets (il ,..., izrL1). Then clearly 
N,(t + 2,j) = c* rr(i, ,..., izr-1; TV). (4.3) 
Using (3.8a), and the definition of di,(i = 0, l,..., v), we get, for (t -j) 
odd, 
Nv(t + &j&odd 
27-l ZT-2 
= c* [--do, + c 4,v + C C-119 dab - 2 + 211 
a=1 q=o 
= i 1 t f 2 [--do, + (t + 2 -3 a, + ‘I- (--ljq pi& +j 
where 
t - 1)1, 
(4.4a) 
Similarly, using (3.8b), it can be checked that, when (t -j) is even, we have 
-( 1 
- t ; 2 [do, - (t + 2 - j) a, + y (-l)q+l pL:-q(q + j - t - l)]. 
q=o (4.4b) 
Thus (4.2) involve three non-negative integral unknowns, namely, the 
y’s, x’s, and d’s, and are therefore called the triple Diophantine equations 
(TDE). When g = 1, the y’s go out of the picture, and the resulting 
equations are called double diophantine equations (DDE). 
We summarize the above results in 
THEOREM 4.1. A necessary condition for an m-rowed B-array T of 
strength m and index set p’ to exist is that equations (4.1) and (4.2) have 
solutions in non-negative integers X’s, y’s, and d’s. 
As an illustration we specialize below the DDE to the case t = 4. Since 
now g = 1, we are left with only a single array Tl . The parameters 
associated with Tl are di,(i = 0, I,..., 6), and a, , which for simplicity we 
write as di and a. Also, clearly, then dl ,..., da satisfy (3.6) for t = 4, and 
in (3.7a,b), we must have do = tizl = I,!I~~ .
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Define 
6, = (po - 2/~, + 3~2 - 4/+ + 5~4) - 6J + do = 4, - 6a + 4, , 
6, = (pl - 2Pz + 3/~~ - 4/.~.,) + 52 - d,, = --B,, + 5d - d, , 
6, = (p2 - 2/+ + ~/.LJ - 4J + d,, = -& - 4d + d,, , 
6, = (p3 - 2~~) + 3Z - d,, = -0, + 3d - do, (4.5) 
S,=Pq-2d+dO=-0,-2d+d,,, 
6, =d -d,, 
6, = d, . 
Then we have 
COROLLARY 3.1. (a) The number of columns of weight j(j = 0, l,..., 6 
in the (6 x N) array TI is given by (:)Si . (b) As before, let X, be the 
number of columns of weight q in the (m x N) B-array T with index set P’. 
Also, suppose every 6-rowed subarray T* of T is of the same kind as TI of 
part (a), i.e., T* is obtainable from TI by a permutation of rows and columns. 
Then we must have 
(~)~~+(m,‘)x~+~~~+(~)xm--B=(~)(~)so 
(;)(m ; ‘) Xl + (;)r ; ‘) x2 + .I* + (” ; ‘)(:, AL, = (T)(r) 8, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(;)(m 0 “) X6 + (‘,)(m 0 7, x7 + a-3 + (T)(“,) xrn = (T)(“,, S6. 
(4.6) 
Finally, we note the following useful result on the non-existence of an 
m-rowed B-array. 
THEOREM 4.2. The DDE (4.6) cannot hold if, for some j, we have 
Sj = Sj+s = 0, but Sj+l # 0. 
All the results in this paper, and particularly equations (3.13) and 
Theorem 4.2, are used in succeeding papers as the major research tools for 
proving many rather elegant and stringent conditions for the non-existence 
of B-arrays of strength 4, but with general m. 
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